Success Vocabulary

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across

3. good things that come with something
4. the thing a hunter or archer is aiming at (the goal to hit)
7. complete an action (something important)
10. a decision to work toward a goal
12. reaching your goals
16. success in completing a major effort
18. to give special importance to something
19. gain or reach one's goal
20. the different influences or causes that contribute to a result
21. order of importance (what needs to be first)

Down

1. short-term goal or aim
2. something a person really wants to accomplish
5. a person's outlook, feelings, and way of responding
6. start an organization or relationship that should be long-lasting
7. suitable or fitting; the right thing to do in the current situation
8. having to do with money
9. to fix your attention on something
11. not vague, uncertain, or general; the exact thing wanted
13. standards of judgment
14. power
15. recognize and name
17. safety
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